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The Holi�eld Radioactive Ion Beam Facility tandem-accelerator control system

has been upgraded using EPICS, the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control

System. The major components of EPICS are examined from the viewpoint of a

system developer.

1 Introduction

In 1997, the Holi�eld Radioactive Ion Beam Facility tandem-accelerator con-

trol system was upgraded to a commercial distributed-control system based

upon Vsystem, a toolkit from Vista Control Systems. At that time, the

product, which formerly required a VAX host, had been endowed with multi-

platform capability and promised therefore to give some degree of longevity

to the core components of the newly-proposed control system. The objective

was to replace a legacy accelerator control system with one that could accom-

modate the ever-evolving hardware/operating system proliferation, satisfy all

existing system requirements, and provide the capacity for continued growth

and exibility to meet the anticipated evolution of future requirements. The

project was not entirely successful. Although all major requirements were ful-

�lled, the system was plagued with defects that, to the chagrin of the Vsystem

support engineers, persisted for more than a year. The result was the necessity

for frequent reboots. Fortunately, in most cases, a restart could be accom-

plished without altering the hardware state. In the fourth quarter of 1998,

the decision was made to replace Vsystem with EPICS, a distributed con-

trol system toolkit developed and maintained by a collaboration of National

Laboratories. Conversion of the software to EPICS has been a resounding suc-

cess. Operation reliability is now excellent and all fundamental requirements

and capabilities of the legacy system have been duplicated. Work remains to

be done in the area of porting some remaining layered applications from the

legacy system to the current one. The remainder of this report will focus on

EPICS, describing its general characteristics and presenting the view as seen

by a user and system integrator.
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2 EPICS Overview

The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) is a scal-

able control system toolkit maintained by a collaboration of major DOE labs.1

The package has evolved over time in a manner driven by the needs and ob-

jectives of a user community rather than the often justi�able schemes of a

sales department struggling to compete in a niche market. The result is a

high-quality product of elegant design.

The EPICS architecture has been described in detail elsewhere.2 It in-

cludes core components consisting of an extensible real-time database and

set of I/O scanners, along with a network-wide data access API upon which

layered applications may be built. Together, these components encapsulate

a multitude of sophisticated details within the behavior domain of the core

software. The developer is thus free to design a system without regard to

the interfacing details of process control hardware and without the burden

of managing network communications and remote distribution issues. Each

EPICS process variable, which may be connected to some hardware device

and will have some de�nite network location may be considered a standard

software object accessible through an elegant yet simple API. The power of

the data access layer, referred to as channel access in the EPICS documen-

tation, has inspired the development of a number of Human Interface Tools

(Display Managers in the EPICS vernacular) that have provided the same

capability in regard to graphical user interface environments. So, in addition

to functioning as a virtual channel to distributed hardware, an EPICS process

variable also commonly serves in the same capacity with regard to distributed

human interface displays. Indeed, once the channel access API is examined,

it is clear that the EPICS core software can be utilized to distribute any in-

formation which is part of a facility that does not normally provide remote

accessibility.

Transparency of network location from the perspective of a layered appli-

cation is achieved by the presence of a single network-wide global name-space.

Each EPICS process variable has a unique name that is bound to no physical

object or facility. This has a signi�cant impact on system maintainability.

Consider a con�guration in which a given CPU is host to an EPICS database

and manages a number of associated I/O devices. In EPICS terminology, such

a CPU is referred to as an I/O Controller, or IOC. Suppose that as time goes

on, additional process variables are added to the database and more devices

are placed in the same I/O chassis as the IOC. Furthermore, assume that the

IOC load �nally rises to a point at which system response is no longer accept-

able. The simple solution is to arbitrarily divide the load between two IOCs,
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and because of the EPICS global name-space, the simple solution works. All

layered applications had no knowledge of the location a given process vari-

able before the load was divided and therefore are una�ected by any change

of location afterwards. The experienced-reader will see this characteristic as

a double-edged sword. If only one global name-space exists, how is o�-line

testing performed? The answer lies with the layered applications themselves.

Applications which require a hard-wired reference to a process variable name

(e.g. display managers) permit the use of symbolic macros so that in a test

system the process variable name sim:magnet current is used, in the pro-

duction system the process variable is named real:magnet current, and the

display manager contains a reference to $(which one):magnet current. When

the display manager is executed, an option speci�es the value of the symbol

which one. Like the layered applications, the database loading facilities also

possess macro substitution capability so the same database may be replicated

over subsystem arrays or used in an o�-line simulation mode.

In addition to the ability to transparently distribute information over a

network, another subtle, yet crucially important, property of the EPICS core

software is that of connection management.3 It is very easy to build applica-

tions using the channel access API that can react properly to the loss of a

network connection (e.g. when an IOC is restarted) and also properly respond

to the reconnection of the same. This ability allows maintenance operations

like the load distribution example described previously to be performed on

live systems.

3 The User's View of EPICS Components

The user sees the individual components of a system built using EPICS as a

number of quite simple and easily managed objects. The number of instances

might be large, but since EPICS scales well, the intrinsic complexity remains

fairly constant. It is a simple matter to add additional I/O signals, display

elements, and even custom applications to an existing con�guration.

Figure 1 shows an example of several EPICS process variables. The �rst

is an analog input which requires only linear conversion. The second is a cal-

culation record which is connected to an analog input resulting in a non-linear

conversion process. The EPICS database may be populated by a number of

di�erent record types and each record may participate in many types of rela-

tionships with other records through various forms of linking operations. The

result is a very powerful scheme for producing a wide range of behavior from

a relatively small set of simple objects.

A number of tools exist to assist the developer in building EPICS
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databases ranging from form-based editors to graphical editors in which con-

nections between process variables are speci�ed by lines drawn between each

pair. The advantage of an ASCII speci�cation built around a simple keyword-

value syntax is the ease with which other tools may be built to generate or

process database contents. A number of sites use a relational database to gen-

erate the ASCII speci�cation. The project described by this paper employed

a Perl script to convert the Vsystem database into an EPICS database. Cur-

rently, changes and addtions to the database are made with a simple text

editor.

Figure 2 shows a simple display manager screen in execution mode. To

edit individual display objects, the user simply selects the object and changes

the content of a dialog box as desired. Creating new objects is also quite

straightforward; a box is drawn which de�nes the dimensions of the object and

the contents of a dialog box are populated with the appropriate information.

Objects may be resized, moved, copied, pasted, aligned, and so on. Building

a sophisticated graphical user interface with an EPICS display manager is a

rather simple task.

Figure 3 shows a channel access event handler and two simple code frag-

ments. The �rst resolves an EPICS process variable name into a channel id

and then reads the value of the process variable. The second adds an event

to the channel access facility requesting that a user-supplied subroutine be

called by channel access whenever the value of the process variable changes.

Clearly, a small amount of user written code can do a considerable amount of

work using the EPICS channel access API.

4 EPICS Client Applications

Clients applications are those applications which are layered on top of the

channel access API and include display managers, alarm managers, archivers,

logic sequencers, and all custom applications. The EPICS architecture per-

mits a large number of clients to run simultaneously, the actual number being

limited by the resources of the network, IOCs, and workstations. Clients may

be dynamically executed or terminated at will; on execution they connect to

all applicable IOCs; on termination they cleanly disconnect. It is therefore

easy to change the display con�guration of a live system or even add new

functionality in the form of additional application programs.
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Figure 1. EPICS real-time database speci�cation example.

5 Documentation and Support

Since EPICS is the product of a collaboration, individual contributors have

been free to impose their viewpoints and methodologies on various pieces of

documentation and software. This is a great strength of EPICS and has un-

doubtedly contributed in a signi�cant way to the elegance and richness of

the core architecture and extensions. The downside is the necessity for the

uninitiated to synthesize the various independent pieces of documentation
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Figure 2. Example Display Manager Screen.

into a cohesive whole. This minor weakness is a small price to pay and is

more than remedied by the availability of commercial hands-on training of-

fered periodically by the EPICS group at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Additionally, annual collaboration meetings bring a wealth of knowledge and

contact information to the new user.

Software support for EPICS is available through a collaboration mailing

list. Problem resolution time is usually under a day and initial response has

always been swift.
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Figure 3. Example Client Application Code.
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